This study aims to understand the dynamic evolvement of frames in news media coverage of the Ebola crisis (2014)(2015) and their interplay with narratives put forth in press releases from governmental organizations (GOs). An automated content analysis was applied to U.S. newspapers and GOs' press releases on the Ebola epidemic. Time series analyses illustrate how the scope of frames in news media becomes narrower (decreased diversity) with the presence of immediate and problem-focused crisis frames and wider (increased diversity) with more progressive frames. Additionally, the results imply that a level of shared interpretation (frame alignment) between media and GOs fosters the openness of news media for a variety of frames, which in turn might lead to a communicative shift that eases the crisis atmosphere.
aims to understand the dynamic evolvement of frames in news media coverage of the Ebola crisis (2014) (2015) and their communicative interplay with narratives put forth in GOs' press releases.
During crises, news media serve as the primary channel for crisis communication (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2014; Glik, 2007) and make crucial information available (Sorribes & Rovira, 2011) . In their role as a central realm for negotiating crisis understanding, news media are considered to play a leading role in the construction and evolvement of a crisis (Kleinnijenhuis, Schultz, & Oegema, 2015; Van der Meer, 2016b) . They selectively emphasize a specific series of unfolding events and offer interpretations to the public of how to make sense of the situation at play (Van Gorp, 2007) . At the same time, GOs, as public service organizations, have the social function to notify other actors about crisis developments and are an important source of information (Liu & Horsley, 2007) . During such uncertain times, these organizations also need to come to an understanding of the quickly unfolding events, which they then react to and communicate about, thereby contributing to the construction of the crisis (Schultz & Raupp, 2010) .
Framing theory offers a powerful body of literature to study overtime patterns of narratives during crisis episodes (Geiß, Weber, & Quiring, 2016; Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015; Snow, Vliegenthart, & Corrigall-Brown, 2007) and is a useful theoretical lens to understand health crises such as viral epidemics (e.g., Dudo, Dahlstrom, & Brossard, 2007; Lee & Basnyat, 2013; Luther & Zhou, 2005) . Prior research has suggested that the concept of news frame diversity can provide important insights into the dynamic crisis coverage by news media (e.g., Geiß et al., 2016) , and the concept of frame alignment allows the study of the interplay of news media frames with frames promoted by GOs (e.g., Van der Meer, Verhoeven, Beentjes, & Vliegenthart, 2014) . Hence analyzing the overtime development of news frame diversity and frame alignment promises novel insights into the complex crisis frame dynamics in news media and the communicative role of GOs. First, through the concept of news frame diversity, the variety of ways in which an event is framed in news media can be studied (Geiß et al., 2016; Huang, 2010) . Previous studies have demonstrated that news media have a limited carrying capacity (Zhu, 1992; Zhu & McCombs, 1995) and that specific interpretations of important events are able to temporarily displace other alternative views around the issue (Geiß et al., 2016) . During epidemic outbreaks, these dominant interpretations can obscure alternative narratives that put forth, for example, different causes or solutions to the crisis (Leach et al., 2010) . Therewith, a drop in diversity (i.e., the predominance of a few major problems or a single issue or interpretation) might have real consequences for the range of crisis responses that are implemented. Investigating what types of interpretations can cause the news media to narrow (or widen) their scope of frames can help understand what drives the uniformity (or plurality) of presented viewpoints in news media coverage during crises.
Second, the concept of frame alignment is useful to explore the communicative interplay between actors, such as news media and GOs, by means of frame comparison (Snow, Rochford, Worden, & Benford, 1986) . The alignment of frames can be considered to indicate an increase in mutual understanding of a crisis that helps to ease the crisis atmosphere (e.g., Van der Meer et al., 2014) . Hence, in crisis situations, it might be especially important how actors collectively define, understand, and frame the crisis (Schultz & Raupp, 2010; Weick, 1988) . To date, however, research has not investigated how the framing of public health crises in the news media relates to news media's communicative interaction with GOs. It remains unclear whether a degree of openness for alternative views on a particular issue in news media (news frame diversity) results in shared interpretations across actors (frame alignment) or if a level of shared interpretations motivates news media to open up for varying views. Thus more advanced over-time analyses are needed to understand the causal link between news frame diversity and frame alignment.
To shed light on the dynamic evolvement of frames in news media coverage of crises and their interplay with narratives put forth in press releases from GOs, the following research question is addressed: How does the frame diversity in news media coverage in times of crisis relate to the presence of individual news frames and alignment with frames offered by GOs? To answer the question, this study relies on automated content analysis of a long-standing crisis (the Ebola crisis), studying the framing dynamics between U.S. news media and GOs throughout 54 weeks of the crisis.
Theoretical Framework

Framing
Framing theory offers a useful theoretical lens to investigate the dynamic process of meaning construction and negotiation (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989) . In current research, Entman's (1993) definition of framing has established itself as a common reference:
To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in the communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation for the item described. (p. 52)
The idea of selection and salience implies that framing can increase attention to specific aspects of an issue and minimize attention to others (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997) . By bringing certain aspects to attention (De Vreese, 2005) , frames help individuals to organize a series of events, ascribe meaning to them, and guide action (Benford & Snow, 2000) .
A substantial number of studies have utilized framing to study health-related issues, such as obesity (e.g., Hawkins & Linvill, 2010) , breast cancer (e.g., Andsager & Powers, 1999) , and tobacco control (e.g., Niederdeppe, Farrelly, Thomas, Wenter, & Weitzenkamp, 2007 ). Yet, framing in severe health crises is much more dynamic given the dramatic nature of the events (Lee & Basnyat, 2013) . Therefore a subset of research has focused more directly on frames in news coverage of infectious diseases (e.g., Dudo et al., 2007; Luther & Zhou, 2005; Shih, Wijaya, & Brossard, 2008; Tian & Stewart, 2005) and compared these to frames in GOs' press releases (e.g., Lee & Basnyat, 2013; Rossmann, Meyer, & Schulz, 2018) . Combined, the predominance of framing theory in studies of news media coverage and effects in the health literature demonstrates the value of this theoretical lens for examining news media coverage during the Ebola crisis. However, the majority of these studies have applied a deductive approach to classify frames (i.e., relied on predefined frames) with few exceptions (e.g., Tian & Stewart, 2005) . In contrast to this body of research, the present study identifies frames inductively, which results in more issue-specific frames that are directly related to the Ebola crisis.
News media's crisis framing. In general, news media are an important source for health information (Andsager & Powers, 1999; Viswanath & Emmons, 2006) , and even more so during crisis and risk situations (Thomas, Friedman, Brandt, Spencer, & Tanner, 2016) . News media can shape public opinion by calling attention to certain issues (McCombs & Shaw, 1972) , offering interpretations of events (Van Gorp, 2007) , and advising protective action (Liu, Fraustino, & Jin, 2015) . Often, the public's meaning construction and actions are based on information provided by news media (Sorribes & Rovira, 2011) . News media make sense of incidences and organize them into a meaningful succession, thereby influencing the construction of reality (Hallahan, 1999) .
The influence of media frames on the public might be particularly pronounced during epidemics because the public has no direct experience with the pressing topic (Ball-Rokeach & de Fleur, 1976; Shih et al., 2008) . Depending on the salience of an epidemic on the media's agenda, coverage can heighten or reduce the public's risk perception (Dudo et al., 2007; Kilgo, Yoo, & Johnson, 2018) . Applying Iyengar's (1991) classification of generic frames into episodic (i.e., single, specific event-driven cases) and thematic frames (i.e., placing events into an overriding issue), Dudo et al. (2007) found that U.S. news coverage of the avian flu was dominantly episodic. Because episodic frames present specific event-focused cases and focus on emotions and sensationalism (De Vreese, Peter, & Semetko, 2001) , this kind of frame might hinder informed judgment about risks associated with the crisis (Dudo et al., 2007) . Thus news media, in their coverage and framing, can spark or prevent crisis escalation and ultimately impact the crisis evolvement (Schultz, Kleinnijenhuis, Oegema, Utz, & van Atteveldt, 2012) .
GOs' crisis framing. GOs are another key actor in times of crisis. As public organizations, they are a key holder of information and have the social function to communicate quickly as an objective and trustworthy source to protect the public (Liu & Horsley, 2007) . Press releases serve as a vehicle for health organizations to inform the public through the media (Rossmann et al., 2018) . Their communication aims to notify the public about the actions the public should take, for example, to avoid physical harm (Coombs, 2007) . Furthermore, to reduce psychological stress among the public, GOs are expected to disclose actions that are implemented to solve the problem and prevent similar occurrences in the future (e.g., Kim & Liu, 2012) .
Crisis framing across actors. Frames assist actors to communicate via various platforms and come to a (shared) understanding of a crisis (Schultz & Raupp, 2010; Weick, 1988) and ultimately decrease uncertainty (Leydesdorff & Ivanova, 2014) . These frames can differ between actors per crisis phase because crisis actors provide competing interpretations (Seeger, 2002) . While news media frequently use frames offered by sources such as GOs, they might also adapt these frames (Lee & Basnyat, 2013; Vasterman & Ruigrok, 2013) . Hence frames are the result of communicative negotiation processes over meaning between the media and their sources (Vliegenthart & van Zoonen, 2011) . Studying frames of news media and GOs thus promises useful insight into how central actors made sense of the Ebola crisis and how meaning construction evolved as the epidemic unfolded.
Yet, research into framing across news media and GOs has been limited, with few exceptions (e.g., Lee & Basnyat, 2013; Rossmann et al., 2018; Vasterman & Ruigrok, 2013) . Rossmann et al. (2018) found that European news coverage during the H1N1 epidemic more frequently emphasized risks, while press releases by GOs framed the crisis more dominantly in risk-attenuating terms. In contrast, Vasterman and Ruigrok (2013) found that while Dutch news media coverage during the H1N1 crisis frequently featured alarming frames, the coverage was not more alarming than its news sources. In addition, Lee and Basnyat (2013) traced press release of GOs in Singapore to news stories of the H1N1 crisis, showing that journalists very selectively use provided information and change the frames they use in coverage.
To reach a closer understanding of how news media covered the Ebola crisis and how GOs communicated about the epidemic, it is important to analyze the frames that both actors constructed. Therefore the first research question asks the following: RQ1: What frames are constructed by news media and GOs during the Ebola crisis?
News Frame Diversity
Research into communicative diversity in terms of actors, issues, and frames in communication has its origins in agenda-setting research (e.g., Jennings, Bevan, & John, 2011; Zhu, 1992) . The concept of news frame diversity focuses on the heterogeneity of news media framing and can be conceptualized as the semantic variety of frames present in a text (Huang, 2010) . Variety of frame presence in news media coverage can be considered along a continuum from the dominance of a single frame (i.e., low news frame diversity) to complete heterogeneity of frames (i.e., high news frame diversity; Entman, 2003) . Because the framing environment is contested with differently strong frames competing in news coverage for dominance (Chong & Druckman, 2007) , news frame diversity closely relates to the idea of a zero-sum dynamic in news media, where a rise in salience of one aspect or interpretation of a subject comes at the cost of the salience of another (Zhu, 1992; Zhu & McCombs, 1995) .
Previous research has indicated that news frame diversity can provide important insights into the dynamic crisis coverage by news media (e.g., Geiß et al., 2016) and that the limited presence of alternative information can have consequences for crisis development (e.g., Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015; Suedfeld & Tetlock, 1977) and solutions (Leach et al., 2010) . When major events take place, minor items are pushed from the news media agenda by breaking news (Berkowitz, 1992) . For instance, news broadcasts may devote the majority of their time to a segment about the Ebola outbreak. The audience can infer from this predominance of a single issue that a new crisis occurred (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) . In a similar vein, dramatic events during crises, such as the diagnosis of Ebola on U.S. soil, can lead to a temporary rise of only a few frames focusing on key elements of the issue (Scheufele, 2006) . The resulting drop in diversity (i.e., the predominance of a single issue or interpretation) thus suggests a focus on a few major problems (rather than a variety of minor issues), which signals an increase in crisis intensity (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) .
More fundamentally, the narrow focus on problems can have real consequences for crisis outcomes. Often, policy decisions and interventions during epidemics are based on a narrow subset of potential courses of actions because actors and institutions "close down" around a limited number of narratives (Stirling, 2008) . However, as long as a narrow focus on a few interpretations persists, "a trade-off with the issues of other stakeholders is more unlikely" (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015, p. 4) and thus alternative solutions remain absent. Particularly, health crises such as Ebola may require a greater openness to alternative narratives that "highlight issues, understandings and forms of knowledge which are vital to ensure that outbreak responses are attuned to local ecological and social circumstances, and so actually work" (Leach et al., 2010, p. 375) . Therefore, to respond appropriately to epidemics, it might be detrimental for news media to fail to move beyond a singular narrative and embrace alternative viewpoints (Leach et al., 2010; Stirling, 2008) .
Despite this evidence, little research has investigated what communication patterns result in a drop or rise in news frame diversity. Research by Geiß et al. (2016) provided evidence about the successfulness of frames that were promoted by influential actors to temporarily displace alternative frames around important events. Focusing on the health context, the present study investigates what interpretations cause news media to narrow or widen their scope of frames during crises. The second research question, therefore, asks the following: RQ2: What type of crisis frames are associated with a rise or drop in frame diversity in news media coverage?
Frame Alignment
Besides the variety of frames in news media, the similarity of frames between actors can offer further understanding of the communicative crisis process. During crises, actors desire to resolve differences and come to a collective understanding of ambiguous and confusing events (Snow et al., 1986; Van der Meer et al., 2014) . After individual meaning production, actors engage in collective sense making, which is likely to result in a temporal construction of similar frames . This similarity in frame construction can be understood as frame alignment. Therefore, in this article, frame alignment is conceptualized as the similarity in presence of comparable frames in actors' communication about a certain event. Previous studies have already provided qualitative (Snow et al., 1986) and quantitative (Van der Meer et al., 2014) evidence for different degrees of frame alignment throughout crises.
The level of alignment can also have substantial consequences for crisis development. As long as confusion and incoherence are the prevailing states of crisis, a solution to the crisis is improbable (Weick, 1988) . Before a crisis can be solved, actors need to reach a degree of consensus about what happened and what the complex events mean . As interpretations of events become more similar, resulting in frame alignment, actors can reach a shared understanding (Snow et al., 1986) to avoid further escalation (Weick, 1988) , creating a precondition for crisis resolution.
Frame Alignment and News Frame Diversity
Prior literature indicates that both shared interpretations between actors (frame alignment; Snow et al., 1986; Van der Meer et al., 2014; Weick, 1988 ) and a diverse set of presented viewpoints in news media (high news frame diversity; e.g., Huang, 2010; Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015; Wong, Ormiston, & Tetlock, 2011) are important preconditions for relaxing the crisis atmosphere. However, it remains unclear whether a plurality of perspectives in news media (high news frame diversity) results in shared interpretations across actors (frame alignment) or if a level of shared interpretations motivates news media to open up for varying views.
On one hand, it is plausible that the media debate first needs to open up to a broader set of perspectives (frame diversity) before they can reach a level of shared interpretation of events with GOs (frame alignment). As the crisis develops, news media coverage might move away from the few dramatic interpretations of the events and turn toward a greater variety of explanations. With the increasing diversity, an increase in perspectives is stimulated and openness for new information motivated (Wong et al., 2011) . The necessary "space" in the news media debate might be created for GOs' frames to become salient. The openness, in turn, might motivate actors to interact (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) , which might stimulate a shared understanding of what the events signify and result in a rapprochement of actors' frames .
On the other hand, shared interpretation among GOs and news media (frame alignment) might be a precondition for media to move away from homogeneous framing and a crisis atmosphere to open up for multiple interpretations and viewpoints (frame diversity). Frame alignment with GOs might have a calming impact on the news media coverage and scope of frames, thereby increasing frame diversity. In the midst of a crisis, media are often focused on the dramatic nature of the events (Reintjes et al., 2016) and thus might initially neglect the information and interpretations offered by the GOs. However, once news media open up to these interpretations and reach a level of mutual understanding, there may be a calming impact on news media coverage, allowing a shift of attention to alternative interpretations. Thus, with the widening of opinions away from the narrow set of problems, possible solutions can be discussed and the crisis atmosphere eases (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) . To disentangle this complex communicative process, the third research question is formulated as follows:
RQ3: How does frame diversity in news media in times of crisis relate to the alignment with frames offered by the GOs?
Method
Data Collection
To answer the research questions, an automated content analysis of U.S. newspaper coverage and GOs' press releases was conducted. The Ebola crisis was selected as a case because the epidemic provides a unique opportunity to study the dynamic crisis coverage of news media and examine how news reporting affects (or is affected by) interaction with GOs. The crisis began in March 2014 when the first cases were reported in Guinea (WHO, 2015) . While the majority of cases were reported in West Africa, attention in the United States was especially high when four people were diagnosed with the virus in the United States in September and October 2014. Given the significance and the scale of the outbreak, the crisis offers an interesting context to answer this study's research questions.
Newspaper articles and press releases were collected between June 29, 2014, when attention started to increase in U.S. news media, and July 5, 2015, when attention faded away, indicated by a decreasing number of articles about the epidemic. Five U.S. newspapers with complete articles on LexisNexis were selected (the New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, Daily News [New York], and New York Post). Relevant articles were selected by applying a search string containing the words "Ebola, " "EVD" (for Ebola virus disease), or "EHD" (for Ebola hemorrhagic disease). This resulted in a total sample of 1,079 newspaper articles. In total, four GOs were selected (the United Nations, WHO, World Bank, and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). Their websites were searched for press releases about the outbreak, resulting in a total sample of 324 press releases.
Operationalization
Frames. This study applies an inductive method to automatically identify frames in actors' crisis communication. More specifically, a semantic network analysis was conducted, identifying latent patterns in text based on word (co-)occurrences (Hellsten, Dawson, & Leydesdorff, 2010) . This automated approach draws on the idea that a text can be seen as a network of words that conveys their meaning, with each network serving as an indicator for the frame they represent. By clustering groups of correlating words, a higher order structure in text and between text can be identified and frames detected (Hellsten et al., 2010) . In other words, analyzing the (co-)occurrence of words allows one to quantify meaning in measurable units of analysis, thereby avoiding subjective bias. Research has already successfully applied this method, for instance, to compare discourses (Leydesdorff, 2005) or to explore crisis frames (Gerken, Van der Land, & Van der Meer, 2016; Van der Meer, 2014; Van der Meer et al., 2014) . Thus frames in this research will be operationalized as (co-)occurrences in communication, which generate latent semantic networks that convey their meaning (adapted from Hellsten et al., 2010) .
The main premise of such automated approaches is that documents can be considered as a bag of words where a set of words is sufficient to understand the meaning of a text (e.g., Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) . This idea is in line with the underlying theoretical assumptions of framing theory that "text contains frames, which are manifested by the presence or absence of certain keywords, stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of information, and sentences" (Entman, 1993, p. 52 ; for a more detailed description of why frames can be analyzed in this way, see Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Hellsten et al., 2010; Van der Meer, 2016a) .
The automated approach requires several practical steps (Vlieger & Leydesdorff, 2011) . In this study, frames were identified in all actors' documents combined. First, a frequency list containing the 255 most frequently used words was created. Common/meaningless words, organizational names, and search strings were removed with a stop-word list, and words were reduced to their base forms. Second, after a manual revision, a document-term occurrence matrix was conducted. Third, the matrix was used to conduct principal component factor analysis.
To maximize the variable loadings on each factor, Varimax rotation was selected. The retrieved components represent the frames. Through an iterative process, 11 meaningful frames were inductively identified. Finally, labels were assigned to the frames according to the words that are part of the word clusters that make up the frame.
Frame diversity. Research into communicative diversity (e.g., agenda diversity and frame diversity) relates to the idea that a difference in presence can be observed for a defined number of categories (e.g., Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) . In this study, frame presence was measured in the frequency of occurrence of each frame, in terms of articles that contained a particular frame.
To analyze the frequency of occurrence in U.S. news media, AmCat (the Amsterdam Content Analysis Toolkit; cf. van Atteveldt, 2008) was utilized. First, for each frame, a search string was created, combining the words that are part of the word clusters (or frame) in Apache Lucene query language with Boolean operators (AND, OR) and wildcards (*, ?). Words with factor loadings above .50 were combined with the operator AND, and words relating to the same concept (e.g., traveler, passenger) combined with OR. The search queries were developed, tested, and improved using samples from the population to ensure the validity of the search strings. Second, all news documents were searched for the presence of these frames in AmCat. The tool kit construed a data matrix with rows representing the time (weekly level) and columns representing frame presence, indicating the variety of frames present in a given week. Third, to calculate frame presence and their prominence in relation to one another, the Shannon and Weaver (1949) entropy measure was used. This is a widely used measure for agenda and frame diversity (e.g., Huang, 2010; Jennings et al., 2011; Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015; Zhu & McCombs, 1995) .
Frame alignment. The concept of frame alignment relates to the idea that different actors construct and use frames that differ in their level of similarity at certain points in time . This study sets out to measure this similarity in framing by comparing frame presence across actors over time. In other words, by measuring the occurrence of a discrete number of frames for each actor in each defined time period, the presence of frames can be compared across actors.
This analysis is divided into several steps. First, the search strings that were described in the previous section were used to construe a data matrix in AmCat for each actor, with rows representing the time and columns indicating the frame presence. Second, a new data set was created from these matrices, where the cases represent the frames and a variable each actor for every week. The cases could take values of zero or any positive integer, with greater numbers representing a greater frame presence. Third, the extent to which a frame was present in the communication of both actors was tested by means of Pearson's r correlations tests, week by week. The correlation scores provided insight into the level of alignment over time. To test the influence of frames on frame diversity in news media (RQ2), a partial adjusted ADL (Koyck) model was estimated (data were aggregated on a weekly level) with frame diversity as the dependent variable and news frames and attention as independent variables. Augmented Dickey-Fuller test for unit root (stationarity) was conducted, and the series was tested for absence of autocorrelation in residuals (i.e., white noise).
Vector autoregression (VAR). Following previous research (e.g., Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) , a VAR model was estimated to test the causal RQ3. The analysis tests for bidirectional causality in time series data (aggregated on a weekly level) and consists of a series of ordinary least squares regressions in which each variable is treated as both dependent and independent variable (Vliegenthart, 2014) . The model is based on Granger causality, where external causes should only be assumed when the own autoregressive past is not sufficient to explain a current value (Brandt & Williams, 2007) . In this model estimation, each value is regressed on its past value and the past value of the endogenous variable as well as the cross-lagged influence of other variables. The variable x is assumed to Granger-cause variable y if the prediction of y based on its previous values is improved by including the previous values of x into the equation (Brandt & Williams, 2007) . Thus this analysis does not test for actual causation but whether the time series of x has predictive information about the time series of y.
News frame diversity and frame alignment served as endogenous variables, with news attention (i.e., number of news articles) as an exogenous variable to control for. The logarithm of the variable news frame diversity was entered into the model to account for nonnormal distributions. Dickey-Fuller tests were conducted to test for stationarity. The maximum number of lags was limited to three, with the assumption that a direct impact would only occur within 3 weeks or less (Vliegenthart, 2014). The final lag length included in the model was determined by the Akaike information criterion (e.g., Vliegenthart, 2014) . Tests for the absence of autocorrelation (in residuals) were conducted. 
Results
Frames in Communication (RQ1)
A semantic network analysis was conducted that investigated the frames that were constructed by both actors. In total, 11 frames were identified and labeled, and their presence in communication was analyzed to answer RQ1. Table 1 displays the frame presence in communication from news media and GOs. In terms of frame presence, the results reveal that news media dominantly focused on the spreading virus and its related risks (contagion frame: 39.85%). To put it differently, the contagion frame is present in 39.85% of the newspaper articles sampled.
In addition, frames about the pandemic outbreak in Africa (outbreak frame: 15.2%), the first U.S. case that intensified the crisis (intensification frame: 16.22%), and the measures that need to be taken to protect patients and health personnel (protection frame: 12.6%) were high on the news media agenda. In contrast, GOs heavily emphasized the need for international support (support frame: 50.93%). Moreover, GOs strongly focused on the development of the virus and its risk (contagion frame: 31.17%), the economic consequences of the crisis (consequence frame: 17.59%), and the pandemic outbreak center in Africa (outbreak frame: 10.8%). In sum, it becomes evident that while some frames are only (or more strongly) emphasized by the individual actors, others were high on both agendas (e.g., outbreak frame, contagion frame).
Frames and News Frame Diversity: Partial Adjusted ADL Model (RQ2)
To provide insight into framing dynamics during a crisis, the association between the specific news frames and news frame diversity was analyzed, answering RQ2. The partial adjusted ADL model is presented in Table 2 with news frame diversity serving as the dependent variable and a fraction of its past value and the identified news frames as independent variables. In addition, news attention is incorporated as a control variable in this analysis.
The reported coefficient of the autoregressive term (L. news frame diversity) indicates that news frame diversity was not an autoregressive process (β = 0.05, p = .72), meaning that past values are not predictive of future values. Thus it seems that the development of frame diversity in news media over time was dynamic and random, corresponding to a degree of instability in the crisis development. In addition, the results provide evidence that the rise of certain frames can decrease the variety of frames present in news media coverage. More specifically, an increase in presence of the contagion frame in news media was associated with a significant decrease in news frame diversity (β = −1.63, p < .01). This suggests that when frames with words emphasizing the contagious nature of the virus, such as disease, spread, and infected, were increasingly present in the coverage, other frames were pushed from the media agenda. Similarly, a rise of the intensification frame in news media was associated with a decrease in frame diversity (β = −1.26, p < .10). An opposite effect, however, is evident for other frames. The results reveal that greater presence of the support frame was associated with a significant increase in frame diversity in news media coverage (β = 0.51, p < .01). This demonstrates that when news reporting increasingly made the need for the international support of the affected countries salient by using words such as support, countries, and community (support frame), the variety of frames also increased. Moreover, the results suggest that a rise in presence of the victim frame was also associated with a significant increase in news frame diversity in news coverage (β = 0.60, p < .01). Specifically, increasing emphasis in words such as family, sick, and Liberia in the news highlighting the need for help (victim frame) resulted in more heterogeneous framing in news media coverage. In sum, the findings of this analysis expose a framing process where the rise of certain frames pushes other frames from the agenda, thereby decreasing news frame diversity, whereas other frames seem to allow a plurality of frames in news media that coexist alongside each other.
Frame Alignment and News Frame Diversity: VAR Model (RQ3)
To explore the relationship between frame alignment and news frame diversity, a VAR model was estimated. Table 3 displays the estimated reciprocal effects of the two dependent variables. In addition, news attention was included in the model as an exogenous variable. The model is absent of autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity, as indicated by the Ljung-Box Q test and the Lagrange multiplier test (Vliegenthart, 2014) , revealing that the model is well specified. Moreover, the model explains a considerable amount of variance of both series, with an R 2 value of .19 for new frame diversity and .41 for frame alignment.
The Granger causality test hints that frame alignment Grangercauses news frame diversity, indicated by the significant effect. Hence the prediction of news frame diversity is increased by taking into account the level of frame alignment between the actors in the previous week. A reversed effect of news frame diversity on frame alignment is not observed, indicating an asymmetrical relationship where only the time series of frame alignment contains information about the time series of frame diversity in news media coverage. This is also reflected in Figure 1 , which displays the times series for news frame diversity and frame alignment with transformed z-scores. The graph shows that changes in frame alignment often preceded changes in news frame diversity, which suggests that an increase (decrease) in frame alignment resulted in an increase (decrease) in news frame diversity. An impulse response function provides further insight. The function indicates that a 1-point increase in frame alignment triggered an increase in .28 of news frame diversity in the following week. While the effect is positive and immediate, the impact of the effect declines slowly and gradually during the following weeks. In sum, the results indicate that when frames between actors become more similar, the diversity of frames in media increases. In other words, the results suggest that a level of shared interpretations between news media and GOs about what the crisis signifies resulted in more heterogeneous framing in news media reporting, thereby answering RQ3. 
Discussion
The aim of this study was to shed light on the dynamic evolvement of frames in news media coverage of the Ebola crisis (2014) (2015) and their interplay with frames promoted in GOs' press releases. First, this study automatically identified frames that both actors had constructed (RQ1). The results reveal that frames such as the outbreak frame and contagion frame were salient in both actors' communication. This seems to align with previous research that found that news media and their cited sources were predominantly alarming during the coverage of the A/H1N1 epidemic (Vasterman & Ruigrok, 2013) . Perhaps these frames can be classified by their immediate character and could therefore be considered natural frames caused by the urgency and complexity that result from the occurrence of a crisis, explaining why these frames are prominent in the communication of both actors. At the same time, other frames were actor specific (e.g., GOs: support frame; U.S. news media: intensification frame), revealing differences in framing. Times series for news frame diversity and frame alignment transformed to z-scores. Jun. 2014 Jul. 2014 Aug. 2014 Sept. 2014 Oct. 2014 Nov. 2014 Dec. 2014 Jan. 2015 Feb. 2015 Mar. 2015 Apr. 2015 May 2015 Jun. 2015 News frame diversity Frame alignment The results suggest that frames that emphasized the perceived intensification of the crisis due to the proximity of the Ebola infections (intensification frame, local infections frame) were strongly present in news media coverage but were largely absent from the GOs' agenda. News coverage seemed to be heavily event driven and sensationalist, with a focus on the hospitalization of U.S. individuals. In contrast, GOs' press releases seemed to have focused on local interventions (support frame) and broader economic consequences (consequences frame). Considering Iyengar's (1991) previously applied typology of episodic and thematic frames, it seems news media coverage was more episodic compared to GOs' press releases. While this stands in contrast to findings of Lee and Basnyat (2013) in the context of the H1N1 crisis, it supports the results of Dudo et al. (2007) on the avian influenza coverage.
This might suggest that GOs paid little attention to local incidents, possibly because the millions of cases in West Africa outweighed the few U.S. infections. GOs might focus more strongly on providing detailed information that is cross-validated and placing the events in a broader global context (i.e., focus on thematic framing) rather than spreading the newest developments in the crisis that can potentially cause public panic. This explanation might indicate GOs' awareness of their public function as an expert information source and regulator of public understanding.
Second, a partial adjusted ADL model was estimated, investigating the relationship between the presence of identified news frames and news frame diversity (RQ2). The results indicate that individual frames have the potential to narrow or widen the media's scope of frames and therewith intensify or ease the crisis atmosphere (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) .
On one hand, news frame diversity was decreased by frames that emphasize the dramatic nature of the crisis and put specific events and individuals at the center of reporting. Specifically, with an increasing focus on the spread of the highly contagious virus (contagion frame) and the first infections within the United States (intensification frame), framing in news coverage became more homogenous. This observation is in line with previous research that has suggested that news coverage during health crises is driven by specific incidents (Dudo et al., 2007; Shih et al., 2008) and that key events can lead to a focus on fewer, event-oriented frames (Scheufele, 2006) . The drop in news frame diversity can, therefore, possibly be attributed to the intensification of the situation. A perceived crisis escalation might have resulted in a narrow focus (Suedfeld & Tetlock, 1977) and fostered a concentration on problems (e.g., Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) . Owing to the limited capacity of news media (Zhu, 1992; Zhu & McCombs, 1995) , alternative viewpoints and interpretations remained absent, crowded out by these predominant negative and sensational frames (Entman, 2003) . Thus the results also correspond with seminal research that has indicated that specific crisis frames have the potential to temporarily displace alternative interpretations (e.g., Geiß et al., 2016) and conceal narratives that promote alternative solutions to epidemics, such as local interventions in Africa, that are context specific and address long-term implications (Leach et al., 2010) .
On the other hand, a rising emphasis on frames that focus more strongly on the crisis progress and highlight the help needed for victims (i.e., support frame and victim frame) increased news frame diversity. This suggests that with the increasing presence of more constructive news frames that emphasized the importance of supporting the affected countries (support frame) and highlighted the impact of the crisis on a broader scope (victim frame), the variety of narratives and interpretation also increased. These latter frames seem to have made the process and development of the crisis salient from a wider and more inclusive perspective, emphasizing the global scale of the events and introducing possible solutions into coverage. Perhaps, these frames could therefore be considered progressive frames. This effect might be related to a progressing dialogue and exchange of information. Previous research has observed that with the advancement of the crisis, news media coverage became less alarming (Vasterman & Ruigrok, 2013) and more open to a diverse set of narratives (Kleinnijenhuis et al., 2015) , which increased diversity and fostered a variety of perspectives on the situation (Wong et al., 2011) . Thus it may be that as the news media turned to the discussion of solutions, frame diversity increased. An alternative explanation, however, should not be neglected. It is also plausible that the presence of these two frames simply coincided with phases of higher frame diversity in news media reporting, which created the necessary space in coverage for these alternative perspectives to arise.
Finally, a VAR model was estimated to analyze the relationship between the level of frame alignment between actors and news frame diversity (RQ3). The underlying question was whether heterogeneity in perspectives in news media (high news frame diversity) creates the basis for shared understanding about the events across actors (frame alignment) or if a degree of shared interpretation of the crisis is at the core of the media being open for a variety of interpretations. The model provides evidence that an increase in frame alignment between GOs and media produced greater frame diversity in news media. The direction of the relationship seems to suggest that in the development of a crisis, a degree of mutual understanding between actors about the meaning of the events (Hellsten et al., 2010; Snow et al., 2007; Van der Meer et al., 2014) is instrumental for news media to open up for diverse narratives. Specifically, the rapprochement between the frames that were offered by GOs and the frames present in news media coverage appeared to have had a soothing effect on the news media coverage, triggering a phase in which a variety of alternative information and perspective were covered in the news. In times of crisis, news media seem to reflect the social negotiation of how to frame the critical situation at play rather than lead how to interpret and communicate about the crisis. The degree of alignment might have served as an indicator for involved actors that a degree of consensus had been reached , the situation de-escalated (Weick, 1988) , and crisis atmosphere can ease.
The results of this study contribute to the body of literature on crisis communication as well as framing theory and have certain practical implications. First, the findings enrich the crisis literature by providing further insight into the dynamic news media crisis coverage and how it was affected by interaction with GOs. Epidemic outbreaks are dynamic and complex processes with a variety of competing narratives (Leach et al., 2010) . This study applied time series analysis to provide insight into the interaction of different frames, thereby answering the call for a more complex and dynamic investigation of the communicative interplay between actors in times of crisis (e.g., Schultz et al., 2012) . Second, this study contributes to the literature on an empirical level by proposing an innovative way to quantify the presence of automatically identified frames in a large number of texts. In contrast to the majority of previous framing research on epidemics, this study followed an inductive approach to identify frames, enabling the recognition of the full variety of frames specific to the Ebola crisis (Semetko & Valkenburg, 2000) . Future health crisis research might benefit from applying a similar approach to identify frames unique to the crisis under study. Third, by focusing on organizations from the public sector, this study started to fill an important gap and enhances understanding of GOs' interaction with news media in times of crisis (Liu & Horsley, 2007; Schultz & Raupp, 2010) . Based on the results, it seems GOs need to recognize the zero-sum dynamic in media coverage where narratives focusing on the immediate problems of the crisis are likely to dominate news media coverage. This narrow focus might have adverse consequences for the crisis atmosphere and can hinder the emergence of solutions. However, news media coverage appears to become more inclusive of alternative narratives with the emergence of common interpretations across actors. Thus GOs might benefit from adjusting their communication and signal acknowledgment of the immediate problems early to allow a communicative shift toward an alternative more encompassing discourse. By aligning their framing and crisis interpretations to the news media coverage, GOs could stimulate an increase in frame diversity in news media coverage and thereby soothe the crisis atmosphere.
While this study makes some valuable contributions, a number of shortcomings must be considered when interpreting the results. First, the findings relate to a specific context of study, namely, Ebola in the years 2014 and 2015 reported in U.S. newspapers, which limits its generalizability. Second, this study did not differentiate between U.S.-based and international health organizations. Thus future research could analyze whether different framing dynamics can be observed between them. Third, the automated analysis started from the assumption that bags of words are sufficient to retrieve the general meaning of the text. Although this neglecting of syntax enables analyzing a large number of texts (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013) , it risks obscuring information. Finally, despite the automatic identification of frames, the analysis faced a degree of subjective interference because frame presence was identified based on manually created search strings. The method chosen to determine the strings resulted, for some frames, in a limited number and selective combination of words, which might have influenced the findings. Therefore future research should validate the results and see whether the findings of the Ebola crisis also hold in other crisis situations.
Conclusion
To conclude, this study provides insight into the underlying communicative dynamics between news media and GOs that influence the construction and evolvement of crises over time. Results of analyzing the concepts of news frame diversity and frame alignment in communicative interplay during crisis demonstrate that shared interpretations seem to foster the openness of news media for varying narratives. Therefore timely and constructive communicative interaction between the news media and GOs seems to have a soothing effect on news media coverage. 
